
Complete Turn-key EFIS Solutions

Increase situational awareness with a

customized EFIS solution
Scandinavian Avionics - The SA Group offers complete turn-key EFIS 
solutions from leading avionics manufactures, such as Garmin, Universal 
Avionics Systems Corporation, Rockwell Colluns, Honeywell, Sandel 
including equipment supply, certification, installation and after sales support.  



Garmin
Universal Avionics Systems Corporation
Rockwell Collins
Honeywell
Sandel
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Join the future with EFIS

Upgrading to EFIS, dramatically increases the pilot’s situational awareness and generally 
improves safety.

The cockpit displays, Primary Flight Displays (PFD) and Multi-function Display (MFD) 
provide information in an easy an duncluttered way, enabling the pilot to receive an 
consume a larger amount of information, thus making operating the aircraft less tiresome 
for the pilot.

Scandinavian Avionics provides a variety 
of EFIS-systems, e.g:

According to the Blue Book, 
most aircraft increase in 
value in excess of the cost 
of having EFIS installed

Worth noticing



Before and After
The operator of the shown aircraft (Cessna Citation S550) chose to have EFIS installed 
but wanted to keep the NAV/COM control heads. The EFIS system in this aircraft is from 
Universal and the electronic engine instruments are from Sierra Industries.

The systems include more information and new functions - for instance supporting synthetic 
vision and JeppView, increasing the situational awareness drastically. Please notice the 
glare shield modification, which provides sufficient space for the flight instruments.
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Scandinavian Avionics provides complete turn-key avionics solutions, including avionics 
logistics and parts support, maintenance (MRO), certification, design & engineering, installation, 
product development, training and consultancy services with the primary business platforms 
being larger helicopters, corporate aircraft, regional airliners and defense electronics. 

Scandinavian Avionics is the headquarters of The SA Group – an experienced avionics 
organization with divisions in Sweden, Norway, Greece, Malaysia, Bahrain and India. Since the 
foundation in Billund, Denmark in 1978, core values like quality, reliability and flexibility have 
been deeply rooted in the organization and are the main reasons for the excellent reputation 
among aircraft operators around the world today.

Complete turn-key solutions

Equipment
Supply of EFIS equipment and 
related parts.
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Scandinavian Avionics provides complete customized turn-key EFIS solutions:

Certification
Supply of existing STC or 
development of new STC 
depending on the aircraft type.
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Installation
Installation of the EFIS solution 
at one of our facilities around the 
world or at any other EASA Part 
145 approved facility.
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Training
EFIS familiarization training as 
required.
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If you need more information or are interested in discussing your possibilities to 
upgrade your aircraft with EFIS, please feel free to contact us.


